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1.

INTRODUCTION

This soil survey of the Vasse Research Station properties was carried out at the request of
the Division of Plant Production of the W.A. Department of Agriculture. The survey followed
a preliminary examination and mapping of soil series in the area by Mr T. Stoneman in 1982,
after which it was concluded that more detailed survey work was required to assist farm
management and research experimentation.
The research station consists of two blocks, referred to here as the main block (Sussex
locations 1475, 1439, 2128, 2128, 2138, 2137, 2136, 2129, 2130, 2119, 2118, 2126 and
2125) and the hill block (Sussex locations 3024, 3025 and part of 1864) approximately 12 km
due south, and 15 km south-south-east respectively from Busselton. (Figure 1). The main
(lowland) portion of the research station is approximately 610 ha in area and the hill block
further south covers approximately 160 ha. The country is considered to be representative of
much of the inland Swan Coastal Plain and its margin with the Whicher Range between
Boyanup and Dunsborough.
The work was conducted using a free survey technique where map unit boundaries and field
observation sites were selected on the basis of air photo interpretation. Aerial photos
enlarged to scales of 1:10,000 and 1:2000 respectively were used for the main and hill
blocks. The final map presented in this report is at a uniform scale of 1:10,000. For those
interested in the greater detail provided on the preliminary 1:2000 scale for the hill block map
copies may be sought from the Division of Resource Management.
Soil profiles were examined from a total of 98 sites for this survey. During map preparation
this information was supplemented within field records from an additional 58 sites from
Stoneman’s earlier survey. Hence data from a total of 156 sites were available giving an
approximate site density of 1 per 5 ha over the study area.
The mapping units adopted for this survey provide a composite of soils and landform
information. Presented in this way the map can be used to provide basic topographic as well
as quite detailed soils information, for example – surface gradients and the varying depth of
subsoil clay. Such information should assist any design of a drainage system for the area.
Samples were taken from representative profiles of each of the major soil types for a range
of standard chemical and physical analyses required to characterize soil fertility status. It is
expected that the results of these analyses will be produced as an appendix to this report at
a later date.

2. PHYSIOGRAPHY
Regional description
The research station properties occupy a portion of the Swan Coastal Plain adjacent to the
hills of the Whicher Range at the edge of the Blackwood Plateau, some 15-20 km south of
Busselton. The coastal plain is formed almost entirely of depositional material either from
fluviatile or aeolian activity. It can be described in terms of a number of geomorphic entities
which are subparallel to the present coastline (McArthur and Bettenay 1974 – Figure 2). The
material of fluviatile origin forms part of the Pinjarra Plain and the Aeolian deposits here are
outliers of the Bassendean dune system. The foothills are part of the Yoganup formation
which is commonly lateritised. The yellow sands found here are considered to have
accumulated as a fore-dune or beach ridge when the position of the foothills marked the
former coastline (Biggs, Leech and Wilde 1980).
Soil-landform associations within these geomorphic elements have been mapped at a broad
scale by CSIRO, McArthur and Bettenay (1960), and Churchward and McArthur (1980). The
lowland main block and a small portion of the hill block occur within the Abba association
whilst the remainder of the hill block may be considered part of the Cartis* association.
The Research Station
Physiographically the research station area may be dvided into three portions, the relatively
flat alluvial plain, the foothills, and the incised major creek areas. Within these a number of
landform components have been identified (Table 1).
(i)

Alluvial Plain - The alluvial plain covers the entire area of the main lowland block and
a portion of the hill block, some 637 ha in all. It is relatively flat to gently undulating
with gradients generally less than 2% and an average height above sea level of 25 m.
On this region of the Coastal Plain there is a general north westerly fall of about 2.5 m
per kilometer (Royal Australian Survey Corps Busselton 1:100,000 scale topographic
survey sheet 1930 WA).
Within the plain a number of internally draining depressions, minor drainage
pathways and sandy rises can be observed. The depressions and relict non-incised
drainage pathways may exhibit local gradients of 1-3% and have been designated
Pd. Minor creeks and incised drainage pathways, which have rare patches of
underlying laterite, have been designated Pc and have similar gradients to Pd areas.
The sand rises occurring on the lowland block only, are considered to be small inland
outliers of the Bassendean dune system. These are usually 1-2.5 m in relief with
sideslopes at 2-5% gradient and have been designated Pr. The total area of sandy
rises on the lowland block is approximately 63 ha or 10%. The remaining relatively
flat portions of the plan have been simply designated P.

*

*

extrapolation from nearby mapping (System 6 Study).

Table 1

Landforms of the Vasse Research Station

Geomorphic Element
Pinjarra Plain

Bassendean Dunes
(scattered outliers)

Foothills of the Whicher
Range

Too small to be
represented

Landform
Alluvial Plain
P - flat to gently undulation
Pd - depressions and non-incised drainage paths
Pc - minor creeks and incised drainage paths with
rare laterite patches
Pr – sandy rises with > 1 m relief

Gradients %
0 – 1.5
1–3
1–3
2-5

Footslopes
Slopes
S – mid-slopes
Sl – lower slopes
Sp – poorly drained seepage areas
Sr – rocky slopes, 2-40% outcrop

4-7
2.5 - 5
3.5 - 7
10 - 20

Upland Plateau
U – generally flat and rock free
Ur – gently undulating with 2-40% outcrop
UR – Very rocky margins with >40% outcrop

0 - 2.5
1-3
1-3

Major Creeks
Cl - lower terrace and sloping creek margins
Ct – terraces above Cl

5 – 20
0 – 1.5

(ii)

Foothills

The low hills which separate the alluvial plain from the Blackwood Plateau rise to a maximum
elevation of 95 m above the plain. Within the hill block hillslopes have been separated from an area
referred to as an upland plateau. This latter area is not eh Blackwood Plateau but rather a ‘step’ in the
foothills of the Whicher Range.
The slopes vary in gradient from 2.5 to 20% and are separated here into four components on the basis
of topographic position, drainage and rock (laterite) outcrop. Midslope areas with 4-7% gradient are
designated S and lower footslopes with 2.5-5% gradient are Sl. Poorly drained seepage areas with
similar gradients to both Sl and S, are designated Sp. The steeper rocky slopes have 10-20%
gradients and variable rock outcrop. The steepest area occurs on an easterly aspect adjacent to the
creek which bisects the hill block.
The upland plateau areas generally have less than 2.5% gradient and variable amounts of laterite
outcrop. The most extensive areas designated U are essentially rock free, whilst areas with 2-40%
outcrop are designated UR. These areas occur most commonly at the margins of the plateau with
adjacent slopes and remain largely uncleared.
(iii)

Major Creeks

Deeply incised major creeks occur within both the hill and main blocks. These have been considered
a separate geomorphic element from Pc areas because they contain alluvial soils distinct from the
surrounding terrain.
Although the soils have received only scant attention due to their limited area, two landform
components are identified on the accompanying map. Areas of unit Cl represent the lower terraces
and sloping creek margins which are considered to have the highest flooding and streambank erosion
hazard. Streambank gradients are greatest (15-25%) in the most deeply incised areas on the hill
block where the creek flows in a north-westerly direction cutting through the sediments of the alluvial
plain. Elsewhere the margins are generally 5-15% in gradient. Areas of unit Ct however, are relatively
flat terraces up to 1 or 1.5 m above Cl and hence are not so subject to flooding or erosion.

3. SOILS
General
The soils may be divided into three groups on a physiographic basis, namely: (a) the alluvial plain
soils, (b) the foothill soils, (c) the major creek soils.
Beyond this, soils of the Vasse Research Station properties have been classified on the basis of their
morphological properties largely in accordance with the system of Northcote (1979). Primary
breakdown of soil types is based on profile texture trends with duplex soils exhibiting a marked textural
difference between A nd B horizons, and uniform soils exhibiting little textural differences. Gradational
soils are those in which texture gradually becomes finer (more clayey) with depth.
Surface texture and colour* have been used to further divide these groupings into 14 soil types which
are referred to by number in the map unit symbols. The relationship of these soil types to the soil
series described in nearby areas by CSIRO (McArthur and Bettenay 1956, 1958), and used by
Stoneman (1982) in his previous examination of the main block, is shown in Table 2, on the map
legend, and in the descriptions following.
In order to describe the variability which exists within soil-types in terms of depth to clay or hardpan
layers, many of the map landform/soil type symbols have been given a suffix letter from a to h. In this
way potentially important differences in the drainage and water holding capacities within soil types can
be discerned.
In the descriptions which follow comments are given about the degree of variability expected with soil
types and their drainage status. External drainage refers to the ability of the site to shed water by
overland flow, whereas internal drainage refers to the ability of the soil profile to permit the downward
flow of water through it. External drainage has been assessed largely from the shape of the land
surface and internal drainage is assessed from soil textural, colour and mottling characteristics. It
should be noted that the natural drainage conditions of the lowland block in particular have already
been affected by the installation of a number of drains. Two major deep drains are shown on the
attached map, however the reader is referred to other mapping by Mr F.W. Slade of the Busselton
District Office, for a comprehensive fence and drainage plant of the research station.
†

†

Colour notations are for wet soil according to Munsell Soil Color Charts (1975)

Table 2.

Relation between geomorphic elements and soils

Geomorphic
Element 1
Pinjarra Plain

Landform/Soil
Association 2
Abba

CSIRO
Series 3
Busselton
“,

Bassendean dunes
(outliers only)

Bassendean

Foothills of Whicher
Range

Cartis

Soil Type 4
1.
X?

2.

X

3.

Busselton

4.

Z
Gavin/Joel

5.
6.

-

7.

Argyle

8.

Gwindinup

9.

Gwindinup ?

10.

Gwindinup ?

11.

Leacherup

12.
13.

(too small)

(too small)

Marginup

14.

Grey to pale brown
sands over clay
Brownish loamy sands
over clay.
Dark grayish brown
sandy loam or loam
over clay.
Grey to pale brown or
yellowish brown sands
over gravel pan.
Yellow brown sands
Bleached grey sands
over organic hard pan.
Pale or grayish brown
clayey sands over grey
clay.
Gravelly yellow brown
sands.
Yellow brown sands
and earthy sands.
Pale sands with yellow
brown subsoils.
Pale sands with mottled
brown or grey subsoils.
Bleached grey sands
over laterite pan.
Loamy red or yellow
brown earths.
Brown sandy alluvial
soils.

‡

1
2
3
4

Refer McArthur and Bettenay (1974).
Refer McArthur and Bettenay (1960), and Churchwood nd McArthur (1980).
Refer McArthur and Bettenay (1956), (1958)
Present survey classification – further break-up on basis of subsoil clay colour and depth, and depth to hardpans given in
map legend.

Note that texture groups rather than texture grades, as per Northcote (1979) are used here.

DESCRIPTION OF SOIL TYPES
SOILS OF THE ALLUVIAL PLAIN
SOIL TYPE 1: Grey to pale brown sands over mottled clays (2 variants present)
Factual Key

Dy 5.84, Dy 5.81 Sandy apedal* mottled yellow duplex soils
Dg 4.51, Dg 4.61 Sandy apedal mottled grey duplex soils.

CSIRO Series - Busselton
Map Units

Pla
Pld
Plc

Dg soils – main block
Dy soils – hill block
Dy soils – hill block

Drainage status External drainage of all ‘P’ units is restricted due to low slope gradients. Internal
drainage of the soils is restricted by the slow permeability of subsoil clay horizons.
In many areas however, the overlying sand horizons are quite deep and this will
reduce the water holding capacity within the soil profile and should also affect the
type of drainage scheme which might be imposed to alleviate waterlogging
problems.
Typical Profiles
(a) Yellow duplex variant (hill block areas)

*

Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0 - 15

All

Very dark grayish-brown (10YR3/2) sand, with pH 6.5

15 - 30

Al2

Greyish brown (10YR5/2) sand, pH 6.5

30 – 75

A2

Light grey (10YR7/2) sand, pH 6.5

75 – 125

B1

Yellowish brown (10YR5/4) clayey sand, with common
distinct grayish mottles and up to 10% rounded ferruginous
gravels, pH 6.5

125 – 150+

B2

Yellowish-brown (10YR5/6) sandy clay with common
distinct grayish and/or red brown mottles and pH 6.5

apedal means that in the moderately moist state less than one third of the soil material occurs as
natural soil aggregates or peds. Unless the description mentions otherwise, all soil horizons were
observed to be apedal or only weakly structured, although it is acknowledged that field sampling
with a hand auger made the determination of soil structure rather difficult.

SOIL TYPE 1
(b) Grey duplex variant (main block)
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0-5

All

5 - 25

A12

Dark grey (10YR4/1) sand, pH 5.0

25 - 60

A31

pale brown (10YR6/3) sand, pH 5.0

60 - 125

A32

Very pale brown (10YR7/3) sand with few faint yellow
brown mottles, pH 4.5

125 - 155

B1

Light grey (10YR7/1) clayey sand with common distinct
yellow brown mottles, pH 5.7

155 – 165

B2

Light grey (10YR7/1) sandy clay with common distinct
yellow brown mottles, pH 6.0, 5% subrounded ferruginous
gravels.

165 +

H

Gravel pan impenetrable by hand auger.

Very dark grey (10YR3/1) sand commonly hydrophobic,
pH 5.7

Comments
1. In the hill block area depth to gravels or colour mottling may vary from 55 and 85 cm. The mottling
may be red brown in colour and gravel amounts may be up to 15% by volume. Pale bleached A2
horizons distinguish these soils from other yellow duplex soils.
2. The grey variants in the main block are characteristically deeper and have a poorer drainage
status as indicated by pale grey subsoil colours.
3. Field pH throughout hillblock profiles was observed to vary from 5.5 – 6.5 whilst those on the main
block were slightly more acidic 4.5 – 6.0.
4. Subsoil clay in both areas is slightly dispersive.

SOIL TYPE 2: Brownish loamy sands over mottled clay
Factual Key

Dy 5.51, Dy 5.52. Sandy apedal mottled yellow duplex soils

CSIRO series

Busselton and rarely X in drainage pathway areas where gravel pan is intercepted
before 1m.

Map Units

P2b, P2c, P2e, Pc2b, Pd2c, Pd2e.

Drainage status

External drainage is restricted on ‘P’ units and very restricted depressions in ‘Pd’
and minor drainage pathways ‘Pc’. Internal drainage is restricted by subsoil clay
which occurs at variable depths.

Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0 - 10

Al

dark grayish-brown (10YR4/2) loamy sand, with pH 6.0

10 – 55
with

A3

Light yellowish-brown (10YR6/4) gravelly sand
pH 6.5 and up to 3% rounded ferruginous gravels.

rh
55 – 150+

B

Yellowish-brown (10YR5/8) gravelly sandy clay with
common distinct red brown mottles pH 7.0 and 2.5%
rounded ferruginous gravels.

Comments
1. These soils may be regarded as a variant of soil type 1 and are distinguished primarily on their
loamy sand surfaces, brown to pale brown subsurface colours and the absence of pal A2
horizons.
2. Clayey subsoils may be either yellow brown or light grey coloured and underlain by a gravel layer
impenetrable to a hand auger.

SOIL TYPE 3: Dark grayish brown sandy loam or loams over mottled clay
Factual Key

Dy 5.51, Dy 5.61. Sandy apedal mottled yellow duplex soils.
Dy 3.61. Hard apedal mottled yellow duplex soils – less common, occurring in
remnant swamp and drainage pathways.

CSIRO series

approximately equivalent to X in drainage pathway areas.

Map Units

P3b, P3e, Pc3b, Pc2b, Pd3c, Pd3f.

Drainage status

As for type 2 soils however loamier surface horizons may slow down infiltration
slightly compared to type 2 soils. Water holding capacity of topsoils will be greater
than in types 1 and 2.

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0 - 15

Al1

Dark brown (10YR3/3), sandy loam, slightly hydrophobic
with earthy fabric and pH 5.0

15 - 30

A12

Brown (10YR4/3) light sandy clay loam, with earthy fabric
and pH 5.5

30 - 60

A3

Pale brown (10YR6/3) sand with pH 6.0

60 – 110

B1

Pale brown (10YR6/3) sandy clay with common distinct
yellow brown mottles and pH 6.0

110 – 150

B21

Very pale brown (10YR7/3) sandy clay with many distinct
yellow brown and red brown mottles, and pH 6.0

150 – 165

B22

Light grey (10YE7/1) sandy clay with many distinct yellow
brown mottles, 2% rounded ferruginous gravels and pH
6.0

165+

H

Gravel pan impenetrable by hand auger

Comments
1. Soils are essentially a loamier variant of type 2 occurring more commonly in depressions and relict
drainage pathways.
2. Topsoils may be either sandy loams or loams and vary in colour from very dark grey to dark
brown.
3. Subsoil clays occur at variable depth and may be yellowish brown to light grey in colour.

SOIL TYPE 4: Grey to pale brown or yellowish brown sands over gravel pan
Factual Key

Uc 5.11, Uc 5.21. Brownish or earthy sands over gravel pan.

CSIRO series

Considered part of Busselton Series as it is likely that ravel layer is underlain by
clay due to subsoil mottling and clayey sand textures above gravel layer.

Map Units

P4, Pc4, Pd4.

Drainage status

External drainage is variably restricted depending on topography but internally the
soils are moderately well drained (above gravel layer at least). Subsoil mottling
and clayey sand textures above the gravel layer in many areas indicate that clay
may occur beneath the depth of auger penetration and hence restrict internal
drainage.

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0 - 15

A1

Very dark grey (10YR3/1) sand hydrophobic with pH 4.5

15 - 30

A3

Grayish brown (10YR5/2) sand with pH 4.5

30 - 85

B1`

Pale brown (10YR6/3) sand with slightly earthy fabric and
pH 5.0

85 - 105

B2

Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4) sand with few yellow
brown mottles and with slightly earthy fabric, 1% rounded
ferruginous gravels and pH 5.0

105+

H

Gravel pan impenetrable by hand auger

Comments
1. Gravel layer occurs at depth (100 – 160 cm)
2. Subsoil colours are quite variable, ranging from pale brown or brown to yellow, and texture above
the gravel layer may be clayey sand.

SOIL TYPE 5: Yellow brown sands
Factual Key

Uc 1.22 Yellow brown siliceous sand

CSIRO series

Z

Map Units

Pr5

Drainage status

External drainage is good as this soil occurs on a rise up to 3-4 m in relief and with
3-5% gradient. Internally the soil is very rapidly drained and has very low water
holding capacity.

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0 - 150

A1

Dark grayish brown (10YR4/2) sand, hydrophobic with pH
5.5

10 - 120

B1

Yellowish brown (10YR5/6) sand with pH 6.0

120 – 180+

B2

Yellow (2.5YR7/6) sand with few faint yellow brown
mottles, 2% rounded ferruginous gravel and pH 6.0

Comments
1. Soil occurs in a limited area on the main block and is very deep (> 150 cm).
2. It is likely to be of Aeolian origin as opposed to the colluvial origin of the yellow brown sands in the
foothills (soil type 9).
3. This soil is considered susceptible to wind erosion if protective surface vegetative cover is
removed.

SOIL TYPE 6: Bleached sands with organic hardpan
Factual Key

Uc 2.33 Bleached sands with pan

CSIRO series

Gavin, and less commonly Joel (in wetter areas)

Map Units

Pr6, Pr6h, P6h

Drainage status

External drainage is good as these soils occur mainly on rises of up to 1.5 m relief
and with 1-4% gradients. In limited areas towards the western end of Chugg
Road, the external drainage is poorer as the soil occurs on the flatter plain region.
Internal drainage is rapid where these soils occur near the crests of rises and are
deeper than 90 cm before the underlying organic hardpan is reached. Towards
the margins of the rises the organic hardpan is reached at a shallower depth and
the internal drainage is restricted.

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0 - 35

All

Very dark grey (10YR3/1) sand, hydrophobic with pH 5.0

35 – 90

Al2

Grey to light grey (10YR6/1) sand with pH 5.0

90 – 110

A2

Light brownish grey (10YR6/2) sand with pH 5.0

110 – 120+

H

Very dark grey brown (10YR3/2) sandy loam, organic
hardpan with dry hard consistence and pH 5.0

Comments

1. Depth to hardpan decreases with distance from crest of rise.
2. In areas with hardpan at shallower depth soils are darker grey, wetter, and commonly less
hydrophobic.
3. Soil pH varies from 3.5 to 5.0
4. These soils differ from those grey bleached sands in the foothills (soil type 12) by being underlain
by an organic hardpan rather than lateritic gravels and by being marginally more acidic. They also
appear to be more subject to hydrophobic (non-wetting) surfaces.
5. Areas of these soils are considered to be susceptible to wind erosion if protection surface
vegetative cover is removed.

SOILS OF THE FOOTHILLS
SOIL TYPE 7: Pale or grayish brown clayey sands over mottled grey clay
Factual Key

Dg 4.51. Mottled grey duplex soil

CSIRO series

-

Map Units

Sp7

Drainage status

External drainage is good as this soil occurs on a slope with 3.5 – 5% gradient.
Internally however soil drainage is restricted by a grey clay subsoil at 10-60 cm
depth and the area is also a seepage zone.

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0 - 10

A1

Very dark grey (10YR3/1) sandy loam, earthy fabric, pH
5.5

10 - 20

A3

Pale brown (10YR6/6) clayey sand with few faint red
brown mottles, earthy fabric and pH 6.0

20 - 60

B1

Very pale brown (10YR7/3) clayey sand similar to above

60-90

B21

very pale brown (10YR7/3) sandy clay with common
distinct yellow brown mottles, earthy fabric and pH 4.5

90 – 120+

B22

Very pale brown (10YR7/3) sandy clay with many
prominent red brown and yellow brown mottles, earthy
fabric, pH 4.5, and minor ferruginous gravels present

Comments
1. Watertable is commonly perched within profile and A3 – B1 horizons are highly dispersive.
Structure within profile is difficult to determine due to sampling conditions however is expected to
be weak at most.
2. Subsoil field pHs vary from 4.5 to 6.0.
3. Minor gravels may occur higher in profile.

SOIL TYPE 8: Gravelly yellow-brown or brown sands
Factual Key

Uc 5.11, Uc 1.21. Brownish sands, siliceous sands (lithosols)

CSIRO series

Argyle

Map Units

UR8, Ur8, Sr8

Drainage status

External drainage slightly restricted on flatter upland areas and somewhat
excessive on steep slopes. Internal drainage is good.

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0-3

A

Very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) loamy sand with pH
5.5 and 2% rounded ferruginous gravels

3 – 12

B

Yellowish brown (10 YR5/4) sand with pH 6.0 and 15%
rounded ferruginous gravels

12+

B/C

Too much stone and gravel for soil auger to penetrate

Comments

1. The shallowest gravelly soils occur on the crest of the slopes which merge into the upland plateau
areas. In these areas, UR*, massive lateritic outcrop occurs over more than 40% of the surface.
For this reason many of these areas remain uncleared. Slightly deeper soils (20-50 cm), may
occur in units Ur8 and Sr8 where the amount of rock outcrop is estimated at 2-40%.
2. An exposure near the creek in the centre of the hill block reveals the gravels and massive laterite
are underlain, in part at least, by kaolinitic clays.
3. Gravel amounts in second horizon may be up to 50% by volume.

SOIL TYPE 9: Yellow brown sands and earthy sands
Factual Key

Uc 5.23, Uc 5.22, Uc 5.11. Earthy sands and brownish sands

CSIRO series

Gwindinup

Map Units

S9, S9g, U9

Drainage status

Externally these areas are well drained and internally the soils are rapidly drained.

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0-5

A

Dark grayish brown (10YR4/2) loamy sand, earthy fabric
and pH 5.5

5 - 25

B1

Yellowish brown (10 YR5/6) sand, earthy fabric and pH 6.5

25 – 170

B21

Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) sand, earthy fabric, pH 6.5

170+

B22

Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) clayey sand with a few distinct
red brown mottles, earthy fabric, pH 7.0, 5% rounded
ferruginous gravels.

Comments

1. In comparison with upland areas soils on the slopes are a little paler in colour, surfaces are
somewhat hydrophobic and subsoils may be slightly dispersive.
2. Soils in unit S9g which occurs in proximity to the upland rocky area, may contain up to 15%
subsoil gravels and very minor rock outcrop (<2%).
3. All soils are deep (> 150 cm) with the exception of those in S9g which are variable but generally
less than 50 cm.
4. These sands are less acidic and commonly have a more earthy fabric than both the grey bleached
sands of the foothills (Soil Type 12) and the yellow brown sands of the alluvial plain (Soil Type 5).

SOIL TYPE 10: Pale sands with yellow brown subsoils
Factual Key

Uc 4.24. Pale sands with a colour B horizon

CSIRO series

Gwindinup

Map Units

S110

Drainage status

External and internal drainage is moderately good.

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0-5

A1

Very dark grey (10YR3/1) loamy sand with pH 6.0

5 - 15

A2

Grayish brown (10YR5/2) sand with pH 5.5

15 - 45

B1

Yellowing brown (10YR5/4) sand with pH 6.0

45 – 90

B21

Pale brown (10YR6/3) gravelly sand with common faint
yellow brown mottles, pH 6.0 and 10% rounded
ferruginous gravels

90 - 125

B22

Pale brown (10YR6/3) gravelly clayey sand with common
distinct yellow brown mottles, pH 6.0 and 2% rounded
ferruginous gravels.

125 – 150+

BC

Very pale brown (10YR7/3) gravelly sandy clay with many
prominent yellow brown mottles and 2% rounded
ferruginous gravels

Comments
1. Soils within map unit S1 10 are reasonably variable. The dominant soil type as described above
has uniform profile texture trend with clayey sand to light sandy clay loam subsoils. Minor
gradational soil types with similar surface colours and textures, but sandy clay loam subsoils may
also occur in this map unit.
2. Surface soils may be hydrophobic in places and subsoils show some degree of dispersiveness.
3. Subsoil colours may be brownish yellow or somewhat paler and up to 20% subsoil gravels may
occur.

SOIL TYPE 11: Pale sands with mottled brown or grey subsoils
Factual Key

Uc 5.23, Uc 5.11. Earthy sands and brownish sands

CSIRO series

Gwindinup ?

Map Units

Sp11

Drainage status

External drainage is moderately good, internal drainage is slightly restricted..

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0 - 10

A1

Very dark grey (10YR3/1) loamy sand, earthy fabric, pH
6.0

10 – 30

A3

Pale brown (10YR6/3) coarse sand, with few faint yellow
brown mottles, earthy fabric and pH 6.0

30 – 55

B1

Very pale brown (10 YR 7/3 coarse sand with few faint
yellow brown mottles, earthy fabric and pH 6.0

55 – 150+

B2

Very pale brown (10YR7/3) clayey sand with common
distinct yellow brown mottles, earthy fabric and pH 6.0

Comments
1. These soils appear to be more poorly drained variants of type 9. They have perched watertables
at varying depths within the profile during winter months and are underlain by kaolinitic clays.
2. Soil field pH’s vary from 5.5 – 6.5 and subsoil colours may be lighter grey.

SOIL TYPE 12: Bleached sands over lateritic pan
Factual Key

Uc 2.1 Bleached sands

CSIRO series

Leacherup

Map Units

U12, U12g, S12.

Drainage status

External drainage is slightly restricted to good depending on slope. Internal
drainage is rapid..

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0 - 10

A1

Very dark grey (10YR3/1) sand with pH 6.0

10 – 60

A12

Grey (10YR6/1) sand with pH 6.5

60 - 160

A2

Light grey (10YR7/1) coarse sand with pH 7.0

160+

Hardpan

Ground-up lateritic hardpan consisting of yellowish brown
gravelly sand (10YR5/6) with pH 6.5 and 30% rounded
ferruginous gravels.

Comments
1. Depth of gravel hardpan is related to proximity to the rocky areas UR8, Ur8 or Sr8. Generally soils
are deep (>150 cm) in units U12 and S12, and between 30 and 90 cm deep in unit U12g.
2. Soil pH’s variable, topsoils commonly very acidic pH <5.5
3. Areas of these soils are considered to be susceptible to wind erosion if protective surface
vegetative cover is removed.
4. These soils differ from the lowland bleached grey sands (Soil Type 6) in being underlain by a
gravel rather than organic hardpan, by being marginally less acidic, and by being less
hydrophobic.

SOILS OF THE MAJOR CREEK AREAS
SOIL TYPE 13: Variable, red or yellow brown earths
Factual Key

Gn2, Gn4.

CSIRO series

Marginup

Map Units

C113, Ct13 (hill block areas).

Drainage status

External drainage varies with slope with the major areas being somewhat poorly
drained. Internal soil drainage is slightly restricted.

Typical Profile
None given due to variability within the map units and the low probability of their use due to erosion
and flooding hazards.
Comments
1. Both C1 and Ct units are subject to flooding and streambank erosion is common.
2. The soils are developed from colluvial material and are variable in their characteristics. There is
usually appreciable profile differentiation with loamy sand to sandy loam on the surface and sandy
clay below. Soil colour is also variable but yellowish browns to reddish browns predominate.
Ferruginous gravel commonly occurs in some part of the profile, particularly in the more yellow
coloured soils. The soils are usually deep.
3. These soils occur in the hill block area and are characteristically more loamy and differentiated
than the soils associated with major creeks on the main, lowland block.

SOIL TYPE 14: Variable brown sandy alluvial soils
Factual Key

Alluvial soils

CSIRO series

X

Map Units

C114, Ct 14 (main block)

Drainage status

External drainage of these areas is restricted as the margins of the creek do not
slope steeply inwards as is commonly the case in the major creek area in the hill
block. Internally the soils are well drained until the ferruginous pan is reached.

Typical Profile
Depth (cm

Horizon

Description

0-5

A11

Very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) sandy loam with
earthy fabric and pH 5.0

5 - 10

A12

Dark brown (10YR3/3) light sandy clay loam with earthy
fabric and pH 5.0

10 – 60

B1

Yellowish brown (10YR5/6) sand with pH 5.5

60 – 100

B2

Yellowish brown (10YR5/6) sand with common distinct red
brown mottles and pH 6.0

100+

H

Ferruginous gravel pan

Comments
1. Both C1 and Ct units are susceptible to local flooding and inundation, and streambank erosion is
present.
2. The soils are variable in terms of depth, surface texture and colour but are distinguished from
those in the hill block (Soil Type 13) by their generally sandier textures and lesser degree of profile
differentiation.
3. Soil depth to gravel layer varies from less than 50 to greater tan 150 cm.

4. DISCUSSION
The objective of this survey was to provide soil and landform data which would assist farm
management and research experimentation. Whilst soil chemical data is likely to be useful for some
crop or pasture nutrition experiments the results are not available at the time of writing. Nevertheless
the survey enables us to draw attention to a number of land use hazards or limitations imposed by the
nature of the land itself, and this should be of particular assistance to farm management and to the
siting of experimental trials.
Drainage and waterholding capacity
The drainage study and extent of various groups of map units is summarized in Table 3.
The major portion (84%) of the research station property occurs on a broad relatively flat alluvial plain.
External drainage here is restricted by low surface gradients over all ‘P’ units and is very restricted in
the internally draining areas of ‘Pc’ and ‘Pd’ units.
On the alluvial plain soils become seasonally waterlogged to a varying degree depending not only
their topographic position but also upon soil horizon and depth condition, which determine their
internal drainage status and waterholding capacity. Different soil types, a uniform sand and a yellow
duplex soil for example in the same landscape position may have similar external drainage but due to
different textural or depth properties can have significantly different internal drainage and waterholding
capacities.
Within the duplex soils of the alluvial plain, surface texture differences separate soil types 1, 2 and 3.
Differences in waterholding capacity are expected with the loamier soils retaining most moisture (ie
soil type 3> 2 > 1). Depth to underlying clay varies within these soil types as indicated by letter
postscripts to the map unit symbols. These differences will affect the soil’s waterholding capacity and
their ability to be artificially drained. Duplex soils with a considerable depth of sand above the clay
layer will have a lower waterholding capacity and be easier to drain than those with shallower topsoils.
Letter postscripts are also used to distinguish between those duplex soils with pale brown or light grey
subsoil clays and those with yellow brown clays as the former is usually indicative of a poorer soil
drainage regime. Although present drainage conditions between these colour variants may not
appear significantly different it may be that chemical analysis will reveal a difference in nutrient levels
between them.
External drainage of the foothill country is variable. Hillslopes (S units) are generally well drained with
only a minor area in which gradients are greater than 10% and rapid runoff occurs. The upland
plateau areas have low gradients but this is counteracted by the generally high porosity and rapid
internal drainage of the soils. On hillslopes, soil types are more variable and some poorly drained
areas are indicated by seepage zones. The majority of soils are however quite sandy and have good
drainage. The yellow brown sandy soils (types 9, 10 11) commonly have significant horizon colour
differentiation and an earthy fabric suggesting a slightly higher waterholding capacity and less rapid
internal drainage than the leached grey sands (soil type 12).

Table 3

Drainage status of map units and their extent*

External
Drainage

Internal Drainage
Restricted

Very restricted

Pc2b
Pc3b
Pd2c

Area (ha)
Restricted

Pd2e
Pd3b
Pd3c
Pd3f
78.4

Good

-

Pc4

Cll4

Excessive
-

Pd4
Cll3
8.5

P4
P6h
Ct13

U9
Ur8
UR8
Ct14

U12
U12g

380.5

81.3

30.5

28.0

Sp7

Sp11
S110
Pr6h

S9
S9g

S12
Pr5
Pr6

2.2

34.1

33.0

50.4

-

Sr8

-

P2c
P2e
P3b
P3e

Area (ha

Excessive

Good

27.4

Pla
Plc
Pld
P2b

Area (ha)

Slightly
Restricted

-

Area (ha)

* Areas calculated from figures in Appendix 1

4.0

External drainage is very restricted in the creek areas which receive runoff from adjacent land and
have generally low gradients. The higher terraces however (units Ct 13, 14) are not quite so poorly
drained and have a greater agronomic potential. The alluvial soils on the main lowland block are
generally sandier than those at the base of the foothills and hence have a less restricted internal
drainage and lower waterholding capacity. Due to their position in the landscape these units will be
subject to local flooding and inundation during winter months. The lower Cl units will obviously be
more seriously affected than the higher terraces (Ct units).
Rock outcrop
Rock outcrop can be a significant agronomic limitation as it affects the ability of the land to be
cultivated. Laterite outcrop occurs within the hill block portion of the research station. Greater than
40% surface cover of laterite occurs within map unit UR8 at the margin of the upland plateau with
adjacent slopes. This land, occupying approximately 18.5 ha or 11% of the hill bloc, is considered non
arable and for this reason has not been cleared in the past.
Smaller amounts of laterite outcrop provide a hindrance to the agricultural use but have not prohibited
clearing. Map units Sr8 and Ur8 have varying amounts of rock (2-40%) and occupy 6.3 ha or 4% of
the hill block. Very minor amounts of laterite outcrop (<2%) occur within units S9g and U12g but his is
not expected to pose a signifi8cant land use limitation.
Erosion
There is generally little evidence of soil loss by erosion on the research station however some areas of
hazard do occur –

By wind:

Sandy rises on the alluvial plain within the main lowland block are most susceptible
to wind erosion if cleared and overgrazed. These areas (units Pr5, Pr6, Pr6h) have
uniform deep sandy soils with low surface coherence and occupy 62.6 ha or 10.7%
of the main block.

By water:

Stream bank erosion is evident in some areas of units Cll3 and Cll4. In limited
areas damage by stock at watering points has been a contributing factor.

In other areas the susceptibility of soils to erosion if vegetative cover is seriously depleted, will
generally depend upon the texture and coherence of topsoil, and on slope gradient and length. The
dispersiveness of subsoils is also an important factor once surface erosion has occurred. A footslope
seepage area of mottled grey duplex soil (type 7) along the southern boundary of the hill block has
very dispersible subsoil and is an erosion risk if damage by either cattle or vehicles is allowed to
expose subsoil to runoff from the adjacent slope. Slightly dispersive subsoils also occur within soil
types 9, 10 and 1.
Aciditiy
Field pH measurements indicate that the areas of grey bleached sands (soil types 6 and 12) are most
acidic. Areas of this soil type on the lowland main block had pH values between 3.5 and 5.0, whilst
those on the hill block were somewhat higher but generally less than 5.5. These results have yet to be
confirmed by laboratory analysis.
Salinity
At the time of writing, soil chemical data, including soil salinity measurements, were not available
however the preliminary results of groundwater testing and the occurrence of seasonally high
watertables in the area indicate salinity may be a significant hazard (P.R. George, personal
communication).
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APPENDIX 1 – AREAS OF INDIVIDUAL MAP UNITS AND SOIL TYPES

Alluvial Plain Units

MAP UNIT

BLOCK2

AREA (ha)

Pla
Plc
Pld
P2b
P2c
P2e
P3e
P4
P6h

M
M
H
M
M
H
M
M
M
M

233.7
6.1
20.0
24.8
62.3
12.4
16.5
4.7
66.3
13.4

Pd2c
Pd2e
Pd3b
Pd3c
Pd3f
Pd4

M
H
M
M
H
M

9.3
4.0
4.5
10.6
2.6
6.7

Pr5
Pr6
Pr6h

M
M
M

14.0
29.2
19.4

Hill block
-

Pc2b
Pc3b
Pc4

M
M
M

12.5
34.9
15.1

Hill block
-

P
Hill block
32.4

Main block
427.8

Pd
Hill block
6.6

Main block
3.1

Pr
Main block
62.6

Pc
Main block
62.5

TOTAL
TOTAL

623.0

Hill block
39.0

Main Block
584

1.

All map unit areas have been stored on computer enabling rapid calculation of specific area s
of interest.

2.

M = main lowland block
H = hill block

Foothill Units

MAP UNIT
Slopes

BLOCK2

AREA (ha)

S9
S9g
S12

H
H
H

24.9
8.1
7.2

S 40.2

S110

H

10.4

Sl 10.4

Sp7
Sp11

H
H

2.2
4.3

Sp 6.5
Sr 4.0

U9
U12
U12g

H
H
H

5.2
22.1
5.9

U 33.2

Ur8

H

2.3

Ur 2.3

UR8

H

18.5

Upland Plateau

TOTAL

UR 18.5

115.1

Hill Block only

Major Creek Units

MAP UNIT

BLOCK2

AREA (ha)

C113
C114

H
M

5.6
8.5

Cl
Hill block
5.6

Main Block
8.5

Upland Plateau
U9
U12
U12g

H
H
H

5.2
22.1
5.9

Ct13
Ct14

H
M

1.6
4.5

TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

20.2

U 33.2

Ct
Hill block
1.6

Main Block
4.5

Hill block
7.2

Main Block
13.0

Hill block
161.3

Main Block
597.0

TOTAL AREA SURVEYED = 758.3 ha

AREA OF DIFFERENT SOIL TYPES
AREA (ha)
SOIL TYPE

HILL BLOCK

MAIN BLOCK

TOTAL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

20.0
16.4
2.6
2.2
24.8
38.2
10.4
4.3
35.2
7.2
-

239.8
108.9
71.2
88.1
14.0
62.0
13.0

259.8
125.3
73.8
88.1
14.0
62.0
2.2
24.8
38.2
10.4
4.3
35.2
7.2
13.0

161.3

597.0

758.3

APPENDIX 2 – AIR PHOTO COVERAGE
Date

Area/Name

Film No.

Run No.

Photo Nos.

Scale

WA1948

107
108
109

5509-5514
5413-5418

1:10,000*

21.11.80

S.W. Irrigation
and Draingage

13.4.81

Busselton S150 5

WA1977

4

5201-5204

1:50,000

6.9.82

Sunklands
Busselton Div

WA2007

2

5114-5115

1:25,000

14.4.83

Busselton S150 5

WA2133

3

5341-5343

1:50,000*

* Photos further enlarged by a factor of 5 for this survey.

